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LATEST FIGURES

2320

People returned with Frontex 

support (January-October)
20 748

40% v 2021

People rescued with Frontex 

support (January-October) 25 000

Return flights with

fundamental rights monitoring

(October)
14

Frontex deployments 

in November

Illegal border crossings 

in 2022 (January-October)
281 000

77% vs 2021

Fundamental Rights Office days 

in the field (October) 112
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LATEST NEWS 

At the end of October, Frontex hosted the 25th International

Border Police Conference in Warsaw, bringing together over

260 border and coast guard executives from all around the

world, as well as representatives of EU bodies and international

organisations.

The theme of the conference was contingency planning for

emergencies at the borders, reflecting the challenges the

global border and coast guard community has faced during the

past three years.

Ylva Johansson, EU Commissioner for Home Affairs, opened the

conference and thanked law enforcement officers for their

professionalism welcoming Ukrainian refugees: “I am proud of

the work that Frontex officers do with national border guards.

The European Union can only be safe if our neighbours and

partners are safe.”

In October Joint Action Days Mobile 5 targeted

serious and organised cross-border crime across

Europe. It involved law enforcement officers from

23 countries who carried out intensified checks in

several locations along the EU’s external borders.

It led to the seizure of 522 stolen cars and various

car parts and boat engines, as well as the

discovery of four so-called chophouses where

stolen cars were quickly stripped into parts that

can then be smuggled across the borders.

Operation Mobile 5 – race against time

Getting ready for a revolution in travel

Frontex has more than doubled the size of the team that will help run the central unit of ETIAS, the

European Travel Information and Authorisation System. When it launches in a year, Frontex staff will

be working around the clock to make it easier for travellers from countries with no visa requirements

to enter the EU, while keeping Europe safe.

With the introduction of the system, travellers from more than 60 visa-free countries will be required

to apply for an ETIAS travel authorisation to enter 30 European countries. ETIAS will reduce control

procedures on arrival, shortening the time needed to cross the EU’s external borders.

International border police community meets in Warsaw

https://frontex.europa.eu/media-centre/news/news-release/operation-mobile-5-race-against-time-h4mCIN
https://frontex.europa.eu/media-centre/news/news-release/getting-ready-for-a-revolution-in-travel-uuIjKI
https://frontex.europa.eu/media-centre/news/news-release/international-border-police-community-meets-in-warsaw-Ar7tZB
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LATEST NEWS 

Frontex and the Czech Presidency launch new forum on border security

On 9 November, Frontex and the Czech Presidency of the Council launched a new forum on border

security operations with executive powers in Prague. The opening conference gathered EU Member

States and the EU pre-accession countries with Status Agreements concluded.

Frontex implements operations with executive powers in Albania, Montenegro, Serbia and Moldova.

Upon the entry into force of the next Status Agreement, Frontex will also implement such a joint

operation in North Macedonia. Bosnia and Herzegovina and Ukraine joined the event as special

guests.

Bulgaria

Located on the eastern flank of the Balkans, Bulgaria is one of the Member States visited by

Fundamental Rights Monitors on a regular basis. The last monitoring activities took place between 3

and 7 October.

FRO in the field

Estonia

On 17-21 October, Fundamental Rights Monitors (FROMs) followed up on their previous mission

conducted in Estonia in June. The main objective was to monitor possible fundamental rights

challenges, with focus on the migratory situation resulting from the war in Ukraine and partial

mobilization in Russian Federation. The situation of unaccompanied children was also in FROMs’

area of interest.

The monitors met with local authorities, Frontex officers deployed to

Estonia, as well as representatives of civil society. The cooperation

with all parties involved was very good and fruitful, and all the

requested information was provided. FROMs visited all border

crossing points on the border with Russia, where Frontex officers are

being deployed.

The current situation at Estonia's eastern border is relatively calm,

with low border traffic. Frontex staff reported no fundamental rights

concerns or challenges and expressed their appreciation for the

collaboration with the hosting authorities. Nevertheless, Frontex

should continue monitoring closely the developments on the

ground. A surge in border crossings could evolve rapidly in case of a

change in Russian Federation’s approach towards migration or rapid

change of the humanitarian situation in Ukraine.

The monitors were gladly welcomed by the Frontex officers

deployed in Malko Tarnovo, Elhovo and Svilengrad. They presented

their mandate and activities during Joint Operation Terra debriefing

and briefing. Frontex Tactical Support Officers assisted the monitors

throughout their whole mission. As this was already the fourth visit

in the operational area, the monitors were able to move quickly and

dedicate more time to fruitful exchanges on fundamental rights with

deployed colleagues and the national authorities.

https://frontex.europa.eu/media-centre/news/news-release/frontex-and-the-czech-presidency-launch-new-forum-on-border-security-AWT75Q
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LATEST NEWS

https://twitter.com/Frontex/status/1588525205357412353
https://twitter.com/Frontex/status/1589195892439089154
https://twitter.com/Frontex/status/1593598649505914886
https://twitter.com/Frontex/status/1595054277197795334
https://twitter.com/Frontex/status/1596053575142105088
https://twitter.com/Frontex/status/1595700370507956225
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FRONTEX STANDING CORPS
Frontex is able to provide a variety of services to Member States in large part thanks to the 
creation of the European Border and Coast Guard standing corps, which includes officers directly 
employed by Frontex, as well as national officers deployed for longer and short time spans.

If needed, the officers can be also deployed outside the EU to countries which requested 
Frontex’s help at their borders with the EU. They share many of the executive powers of national 
border guards. They can verify a person’s identity and nationality, allow or refuse entry into the 
EU and patrol between border crossing points.

Until today, Frontex has recruited 951 officers of European Border and Coast Guard standing 
corps.

WHAT’S NEW

In November, Frontex standing corps cadets

went through their practical training. For the first

time, the officers could take part in real shifts

with local border and coast guards at land, air

and sea borders.

The air border part took place at the Barcelona

airport, where the officers trained the

supervision of a Frontex mentor and local

officers from Spain.

The sea border training took place in Bari. On

board of Nave Gregoretti, officers learned and

practiced various maritime activities connected

to coast guard functions, like how to receive and

handle emergency satellite alarms.

The training at land borders took place in

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
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MIGRATORY SITUATION
In the first ten months of this year, 281 000 irregular entries were detected at 
the external borders of the European Union, according to preliminary 
calculations. This represents an increase of 77% compared with the same 
period of last year and is the highest total recorded since 2016.

Western Mediterranean

12 347 
-27%

Western Balkans*

128 438
168%

Western African

14 136

-16%

Eastern

Mediterranean
(total)

35 343

122%

Eastern Land Border

5 229
-30%

*  The Western Balkans route

includes also figures reported by 

Croatia at the border with Bosnia

and Herzegovina and Montenegro, 

by Romania at the border with 

Serbia and by Bulgaria at the 

border with Serbia and North

Macedonia

Route

Jan – Oct 2022

% - change from last year

Land border

Sea border

Exits towards the UK

62 323
70%

Central 

Mediterranean

85 140
59%
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6

SEA OP 

CHANNEL

11

ITALY

5

238

3

SPAIN

232

3

GREECE

12

513

40

SELECTED FRONTEX OPERATIONS
AND DEPLOYMENTS
At the end of November, Frontex deploys over 2300 personnel, over 60 vessels and more than 270 
patrol cars at Europe’s external borders.

VESSELS

OFFICERS 
DEPLOYED

CARS 
DEPLOYED

LEGEND

AIRCRAFT

2

WESTERN 

BALKANS

526

122

2

4

LAND OP 

TERRA

729

209

2

26

MMO 

BLACK SEA

1

42

92

MOLDOVA

20

25

CYPRUS

15 
RETURN 

OFFICERS
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Frontex, the European Border and Coast 
Guard Agency, supports EU Member States 
and Schengen Associated Countries in the 
management of EU’s external borders and 
fighting cross-border crime.

With the newly created standing corps, 
Europe’s first uniformed service, Frontex 
is where European countries need support, 
working together with them for a safer, 
more secure Europe.

Frontex is based in Warsaw, Poland. 
It has a budget of 754 mln EUR in 2022
and 2058 staff members.

ABOUT FRONTEX

OUR 
MAIN 
TASKS

Protecting borders

Fighting cross-border 
crime

Return operations

Monitoring the 
borders

Risk analysis
International and EU 

cooperation

Training

Research and Innovation

Making Schengen Area 
safer (ETIAS)
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Piotr Świtalski +48 663 205 762

For more information please contact 
press@frontex.europa.eu and visit 
www.frontex.europa.eu

PRESS CONTACTS

https://twitter.com/frontex

https://www.facebook.com/frontex

https://www.linkedin.com/company/frontex

https://twitter.com/Frontex
https://www.facebook.com/frontex
https://www.linkedin.com/company/frontex

